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A B S T R A C T 

We study bulge formation in MW/M31-like galaxies in a � -cold dark matter scenario, focusing on the origin of high- and 

low-Sersic index bulges. For this purpose, we use TNG50, a simulation of the IllustrisTNG project that combines a resolution of 
∼8 × 10 

4 M � in stellar particles with a cosmological volume 52 cMpc in extent. We parametrize bulge surface brightness profiles 
by the S ́ersic index and the bulge-to-total (B/T) ratio obtained from two-component photometric decompositions. In our sample 
of 287 MW/M31-like simulated galaxies, 17 . 1 per cent of photometric bulges exhibit high-S ́ersic indices and 82 . 9 per cent show 

low-S ́ersic indices. We study the impact that the environment, mergers and bars have in shaping the surface brightness profiles. 
We find no correlation between bulge properties and the environment where they reside. Simulated galaxies with higher S ́ersic 
indices show, on average, a higher fraction of ex situ stars in their kinematically selected bulges. For this bulge population, the 
last significant merger (total mass ratio m sat / m host > 0.1) occurs, on average, at later times. Ho we ver, a substantial fraction of 
low-S ́ersic index bulges also experience a late significant merger. We find that bars play an important role in the development 
of the different types of photometric bulges. The fraction of simulated galaxies with bars is smaller for the high- than for the 
low-S ́ersic index population, reaching differences of 20 per cent at z > 1. Simulated galaxies with high fractions of ex situ stars 
in the bulge do not develop strong bars. Conversely, simulated galaxies with long-lived strong bars ha ve b ulges with e x situ 

fractions, f ex situ < 0.2. 

Key words: galaxies: bar – galaxies: bulges – methods: numerical. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he galactic bulge has been, arguably, the least studied galactic 
omponent with cosmological simulations evolved within the current 
 -cold dark matter paradigm ( � CDM, see Peebles 2020a , and

eferences therein). One of the main historical reasons behind this 
as the lack of computational resources needed to resolve the 

nteraction of the many particles that co-exist within the volume 
f the galactic central region. Additionally, bulges are not easy to 
efine and, as a result, theoretical works have been focused on 
he study of central spheroidal regions (e.g. Tissera et al. 2018 ;
 E-mail: ignacio.gargiulo@gmail.com 

p  
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acchella et al. 2019 ). The ‘photometric bulge’ is, perhaps, a less
mbiguous definition of a bulge (see Gadotti 2012 , for a succinct
 v erview on bulge definitions). This observational definition refers 
o the excess of starlight in the central regions of a disc galaxy with
espect to the exponential profile that is used to represent the surface
rightness of the disc component. Indeed, it is a common practice to
hotometrically decompose the surface brightness profile of a disc 
alaxy by fitting two smooth functional components (Freeman 1970 ; 
ent 1985 ; Andredakis, Peletier & Balcells 1995 ). An exponential
rofile represents the disc and a S ́ersic profile (S ́ersic 1963 ) accounts
or the central part of the galaxy. The S ́ersic function includes a free
arameter, known as the S ́ersic index, that modulates the shape of
he S ́ersic profile. A S ́ersic index n = 1 results in an exponential
rofile, while n = 4 is equi v alent to the de Vaucouleurs profile (de
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aucouleurs 1948 ), that is generally used to fit the surface brightness
rofiles of elliptical galaxies. A larger S ́ersic index value is indicative
f a more concentrated light profile (see Graham & Driver 2005 , for
 complete reference of the related mathematical expressions). 

The photometric bulge definition has two main advantages. First,
t is independent of the galaxy inclination (under the assumption of
o dust), meaning that one can consistently compare large samples
f observed photometric bulges, irrespective of galaxy orientation.
econdly, it is objective and reproducible. However, this lack of
mbiguity comes with the price of an excess of vagueness. This
efinition of a photometric bulge in a single galaxy includes in this
omponent all the light of the stars that are not part of the disc,
hich can be of very different origins. Moreo v er, the photometric-
ased definition is also prone to put in one single category stellar
omponents with markedly different kinematics (Du et al. 2020 ,
021 ). 
It is worth noting that fitting procedures that include more than

w o components, lik e bars, rings, or nuclear clusters, when present,
re also common (e.g. Laurikainen, Salo & Buta 2005 ; Weinzirl
t al. 2009 ). Ho we ver, when only two components are fitted to
D surface brightness distributions of a sample of disc galaxies
n the local Universe, an interesting trend is found. Using high-
esolution images from HST in the V band (Fisher & Drory 2008 )
nd Spitzer images in near-infrared (Fisher & Drory 2010 ), it was
hown that the S ́ersic index distribution obtained from the two-
omponent photometric decompositions shows a correlation with
ulge morphological type. Bulges morphologically classified as
seudo-bulges, those with morphology reminiscent of disc galaxies,
ith inner spiral structure, rings, or bars , infrequently show n >
. On the other hand, those classified as classical bulges, easily
ecognized as having morphologies very similar to E-type galaxies ,
arely show a S ́ersic index n < 2. For a complete and updated guide
f bulge classification into classical and pseudo-bulges according to
hese authors we refer the reader to Fisher & Drory ( 2016 ). 

Although classification into these two distinct types of bulges is
ot al w ays straightforw ard because of the e xistence of o v erlapping
riteria in composite systems (e.g. M ́endez-Abreu et al. 2014 ; Erwin
t al. 2015 ), there are clear indications of the existence of more than
ne photometric bulge formation channel, underlying the differences
bserved in the bulge surface brightness profiles. The physical origin
f this apparent dichotomy is not well understood. 
It should be noted that classification into classical and pseudo-

ulges is also carried out using 2D surface brightness image decom-
osition of galaxies and invoking other criteria. For example Gadotti
 2009 ) classifies bulges according the position of galaxies in the mean
urface brightness – ef fecti ve radius ( <μe > −r eff ) diagram known
s the Kormendy relation (Kormendy 1977 ) and Luo et al. ( 2020 ) use
he �� 1 parameter, that measures the relative central stellar-mass
urface density within the inner kpc of galaxies. Although the same
erminology of pseudo- and classical bulge is used in these lines of
ork, the classification criteria differ from those of Fisher & Drory

 2016 ) and the dichotomy with bulge-type and S ́ersic index does not
rise with clarity. 

Galaxies of the mass of our Galaxy, the Milky Way (MW) and
ur neighbour Andromeda (M31), are particularly interesting targets
or studying the origin of different types of photometric bulges. The
ulge of the MW seems to be a prototypical case formed e xclusiv ely
ia secular evolution (see e.g. Shen et al. 2010 ; Fragkoudi et al. 2020 ),
xcept for a small fraction of stars (Kunder et al. 2016 , 2020 ). M31,
or its part, shows a more massive bulge (Saglia et al. 2010 ) with a
lassical or composite bulge morphology (Mould 2013 ; Bla ̃ na D ́ıaz
t al. 2017 , 2018 ). Beyond the Local Group, MW/M31-sized galaxies
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
n the nearby Universe show a great diversity in their bulge properties
Bell et al. 2017 ). A successful model of galaxy formation within the
 CDM paradigm should be able to describe this observed diversity.
From a theoretical perspective, galaxy formation models establish

hat two broad main drivers of photometric bulge formation are
ergers (Toomre 1977 ; Hopkins et al. 2009 ; Brooks & Christensen

016 ) and secular evolution (see e.g. Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004 ;
thanassoula 2005 ). A third proposed channel of bulge formation

s the infall of giant clumps of de-stabilized gas into the central
egions of the galaxy, due to dynamical friction, in the early epochs
f galaxy formation (Elmegreen 1995 ; Dekel, Sari & Ceverino
009 ; Elmegreen et al. 2009 ; Ceverino, Dekel & Bournaud 2010 ).
istorically, most theoretical works on bulge formation have focused
n isolated simulations or tailored interactions with constrained
rbital parameters. These have the advantage of being adequate
o study in detail the effects of a given formation mechanism at
he expense of losing perspective on the complex interactions and
eedback loops between different physical processes. The study of
ulge formation within a cosmological framework was done almost
 xclusiv ely in the zoom-in regime, where a single DM halo is selected
nd the galaxy within it can be re-simulated at a higher resolution
Guedes et al. 2013 ; Okamoto 2013 ; Buck et al. 2018 ; Tissera et al.
018 ; Gargiulo et al. 2019 ). The main disadvantage is the limited
umber of the available simulated galaxies. Recently, for example,
argiulo et al. ( 2019 ) studied the photometric bulges of a sample
f 30 high-resolution simulations from the Auriga project (Grand
t al. 2017 ) and found that all of them showed low S ́ersic indices
nd most of them had properties more akin to pseudo-bulges. They
uggested that the galaxy sample may have an environmental bias
ue to the isolation criterion used to select the DM haloes in the
arent simulation, where galaxies were later re-simulated. 
The advent of joint efforts to run cosmological simulations in

arge volumes, with particle and dynamical resolution proper of
he re-simulation regime, such as the TNG50 simulation of the
llustrisTNG project (Nelson et al. 2019b ; Pillepich et al. 2019 )
s well as recent projects such as New-Horizon (Dubois et al. 2020 ),
epresents a renewed opportunity to study in detail the subject of
ulge formation, as done recently, for example, by Du et al. ( 2021 ). It
s now possible to explore the complexity associated to the evolution
n a cosmological context in a large sample of galaxies that is e x empt
f an environmental selection bias. 
In this work, we will make use of the TNG50 simulation (Pillepich

t al. 2019 ; Nelson et al. 2019a , TNG50 from now on), the
osmological box with highest resolution of the three IllustrisTNG
olumes. We study the properties of photometric bulges in a sample of
W/M31-like galaxies and search for the drivers of their formation.
e will focus on the origin of the different bulge surface brightness

rofiles of MW/M31-like galaxies, characterized by the S ́ersic index
nd bulge-to-total ratio. We place emphasis on the effects of the
nvironment, the role of mergers, and the influence of bars. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we describe
he methods and simulation used throughout this work, and define
ur sample of MW-like galaxies selected from the cosmological
ox. In Section 3.1 , we explore the influence of environment on the
ype of photometric bulge in our sample of simulated galaxies. In
ection 4 , we characterize the populations of stars born in situ and

hose accreted in mergers ( ex situ ) that populate the bulges at z = 0.
n Section 5 , we explore the role of mergers in shaping the surface
rightness profile in the simulated galaxies. In Section 6 , we study the
mpact of bars in the formation of photometric bulges. In Section 7 ,
e discuss our results in a broader context and finally, in Section 8 ,
e summarize our results and present our conclusions. 
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Table 1. Attributes of the simulation analysed in this work. The properties 
shown in rows are: box side-length (co-moving units); number of initial gas 
cells and dark matter particles; mean baryon and dark matter particle mass 
resolution (solar masses); mean size of star-forming gas cells. For a complete 
description of the simulation see the IllustrisTNG project homepage. 

Run TNG50-1 

L box (Mpc) 51.7 3 

N DM,GAS – 2160 3 

m baryon (M �) 8.5 × 10 4 

m DM 

( M �) 4.6 × 10 5 

< r gas,SF > ( pc) ∼100–150 
εDM, � ( pc) 290 
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 M E T H O D S  

n this section, we describe the simulation used throughout this 
ork and the selection of the sample of simulated MW/M31-like 
alaxies. We characterize the two different methods to quantify the 
ocal density for each galaxy in our sample. We also present the

ethodology used to measure the bar strengths in simulated galaxies. 

.1 Simulation 

he Illustris- The Next Generation project (hereafter IllustrisTNG, 
arinacci et al. 2018 ; Naiman et al. 2018 ; Nelson et al. 2018 ;

pringel et al. 2018 ; Pillepich et al. 2018b ) is a collection of cosmo-
ogical magnetohydrodynamical simulations that comprise a set of 
osmological boxes with different sizes and mass resolutions, 1 and 
ere carried-out with the magneto-hydrodynamical moving-mesh 

ode AREPO (Springel 2010 ). Currently, all simulations, including 
NG50, are publicly available (Nelson et al. 2019a ). 
IllustrisTNG is the successor of the original Illustris project (Genel 

t al. 2014 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a , b ; Nelson et al. 2015 ) and is
ased on a substantially updated physical model (Weinberger et al. 
017 ; Pillepich et al. 2018b ). One of the main distinct aspects of
he IllustrisTNG physical model with respect to the one used in 
llustris is the treatment of the energetic feedback from supermassive 
lack holes (BHs). In particular, the low accretion regime of BH
eedback (also known as ‘radio mode’, Croton et al. 2006 ) was
trongly modified. The bubble radio feedback based on the model 
rom Sijacki et al. ( 2007 ) was replaced by small-scale, kinetic
inds (Weinberger et al. 2017 ). Other important features are the 

nclusion of seed magnetic fields that evolve and are amplified 
uring cosmic evolution (Pakmor, Marinacci & Springel 2014 ) and 
 more efficient numerical implementation in AREPO . Altogether, the 
pdated IllustrisTNG physical model helps to reduce discrepancies 
ith observational constraints identified for the original Illustris 

imulations (Nelson et al. 2015 , Section 6 ). A detailed analysis of
he updated physical scheme used in IllustrisTNG and its impact on 
he galaxy population can be found in Pillepich et al. ( 2018a ). 

In this work, we make use of the highest resolution version of
llustrisTNG, the TNG50-1 run (hereafter TNG50, Pillepich et al. 
019 ; Nelson et al. 2019b ). The main parameters of the TNG50
imulations are shown in Table 1 . The TNG50-1 simulation consists
f a periodic volume of L box = 35 h −1 ∼ 50 cMpc in extent with a
as cell mass resolution of 8.5 × 10 4 M �. This resolution is only a
actor of approximately two worse than that of the Auriga simulations 
Grand et al. 2017 , hereafter G2017 ) in their level 4 resolution hier-
rchy. Thus, TNG50 allows us to study the inner structure of a large
 https://www.tng-pr oject.or g 

(  

a  

2

ample of MW/M31-like galaxies (see next section), evolving under 
he influence of the cosmological environment, with a numerical 
esolution close to those obtained in typical zoom-in re-simulations. 

.2 Sample of MW/M31-like galaxies 

e select our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies in TNG50 based on
he procedure described in Pillepich et al. (in preparation, P22 from
ow on) and used in Engler et al. ( 2021 ) and Pillepich et al. ( 2021 ).
ote ho we ver that in this work we relaxed their isolation criterion

o properly account for possible environmental effects. We select 
W/M31 analogs such that: 

(i) The y hav e stellar masses M � in the range [10 10 . 5 –10 11 . 2 ]M �,
here M � is the sum of all stellar particles enclosed in a sphere of
0 kpc, centered at the most bound DM particle, at z = 0. 
(ii) The y hav e a disc morphology. To quantify this, we select

alaxies with s < 0.45, where s = c / a is the minor-to-major axial ratio
f the stellar moment of inertia tensor, measured between one and
wo times the stellar half-mass radius. Additionally, 25 galaxies with 
 > 0.45 in the adopted mass range that show a clear disc morphology
y visually inspecting synthetic 3-band stellar-light images are added 
o the simulated galaxy sample. 

A total of 287 MW-like galaxies following these criteria are found
n TNG50. As stated abo v e, in P22 a third criterion based on isolation
s applied to this sample of galaxies: no other galaxy with stellar

ass M � > 10.5 should lie within a distance of 500 kpc of the
orresponding simulated galaxy and the galaxy should have a host 
M halo with M 200 c < 10 13 M �, where M 200 c is the sum of the
ass of DM particles inside a sphere centred in the halo (identified
ith a Friend-of-Friends algorithm) within which the mean density 

s 200 times the critical density of the Universe. When the isolation
riterion is relaxed, 89 galaxies are added to their sample of 198
imulated galaxies, summing up to the 287 galaxies of our sample. 

.2.1 Two-component decomposition of galaxies: photometric 
ulges 

e perform a two-component decomposition of the surface bright- 
ess profiles (SBP) of the galaxies in our sample. We assume a
mooth surface brightness distribution described by the sum of an 
xponential profile and a S ́ersic ( 1968 ) function 

 ( r) = I e , b exp 
{ − b n 

[
( r/r eff ) 

1 /n − 1 
]} + I 0 ,d exp [ −( r/R scale ) ] , 

(1) 

here r eff is the ef fecti ve radius of the S ́ersic model, n is the S ́ersic
ndex, I e,b is the intensity of the bulge component at r eff , R scale is the
isc scale length and I 0,d is the central intensity of the disc component.
he factor b n is such that �(2 n ) = 2 γ (2 n , b n ), where � is the complete
amma function and γ is the incomplete gamma function. 

We follow Gargiulo et al. ( 2019 , G19 hereafter) and measure
he SBP from the face-on projection of each galaxy. The SBP is
omputed after averaging the total luminosity in the V band inside
00 pc wide concentric annuli, from just outside the resolution limit
nd out to the optical radius of each galaxy. Luminosities are derived
rom the magnitudes of the stellar particles, which are treated as
ingle stellar populations after formation using population synthesis 
odels (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ). The resolution limit is defined

s three times the minimum allowed softening length for gas cells
3 × εgas,min = 222 pc). The optical radius is defined as the radius
t which the surface brightness in the B band drops below μB =
5 mag arcsec −2 . 
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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We have to bear in mind that a relatively large fraction of the
imulated galaxies of our sample contain bars at z = 0 (from ∼
0 to ∼ 60 per cent , depending on the bar strength threshold used,
ee Section 6 ). We do not fit an extra component to the surface
rightness profiles to account for this component, but we attempt
o remo v e this component from the fit by masking the points that
ho w e vidence for an excess of light with respect to the disc due
o a bar, spiral arm or other type of perturbations from the fit when
t is identifiable in the SBP. Ho we ver, contamination from the bar
ill be present in each of the components of the fit. If the bar is

hort and with low ellipticity, the majority of the bar light will be
bsorbed by the S ́ersic fit component. In the case of long bars, the
ajority of their light will be part of the disc exponential profile.
e deliberately choose to fit only two-component models to the

BPs. This is because the tw o-peak ed distribution of S ́ersic indices
eported by Fisher & Drory ( 2008 , 2010 , 2011 ), was derived using
wo-component photometric decompositions of SBPs of galaxies.
o we ver, adding a third or more components to the SBPs would also
ield interesting and complementary insights of the physical origin
f photometric bulges (see e.g. Bl ́azquez-Calero et al. 2020 ) and we
efer this to a future work. 

.2.2 Kinematic bulges 

o define the kinematic bulge, we select particles inside a spherical
egion of 2 × r eff with circularities | ε| < 0.7, where the circularity | ε|
s defined as ε = J z / J ( E ) (Abadi et al. 2003 ). Here, J z is the angular
omentum component perpendicular to the disc plane of a stellar

article with orbital energy E , and J ( E ) is the maximum possible
ngular momentum for the given E . Particles with circularities | ε| >
.7 are considered disc particles. As discussed by Peebles ( 2020b ),
his particular circularity cut can include in the disc component
 fraction of particles with orbits that significantly depart from
ircular. We note that this circularity cut is commonly assumed in
he literature and, thus, it facilitates comparison with previous works.

ore stringent circularity cuts (e.g. | ε| > 0.8) modify only slightly
he in situ / ex situ particle fractions and our conclusions remain
nmodified. The fixed spatial cut of 2 × r eff is, in general, close
o the radius beyond which the exponential disc starts to dominate
he light profile. We keep this fixed definition to compare with results
resented in G19 for the Auriga simulations. 

.2.3 Environment definitions 

ur first estimate of the local density of the environment is the
 v erdensity parameter: 

 + δ = 

P 

P median 
, (2) 

here P is the volumetric density of galaxies at the position of the
 th MW/M31-like galaxy defined as 

 ( r i ) = 

3k 

4 π
∑ k 

j = 1 d 
3 
ij 

. (3) 

ere, r i is the position of the i th MW/M31-like galaxy, d ij is the
istance between the i th MW/M31-like galaxy and its j th neighbour
ith a mass abo v e giv en mass cut, and k is the number of neighbours

onsidered. P median is the median volumetric density of galaxies with
he adopted mass cut in the cosmological volume of the simulation. 

A second approach to measure the local density of galaxies is to
ount neighbours in a fixed size region (e.g. Blanton & Moustakas
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
009 ). We define a 738.2 kpc sphere around each MW/M31-like
alaxy in our sample and count the number of neighbouring galaxies
nside the sphere with total mass abo v e a given mass cut. 

.2.4 Bar strength measurement 

e compute the bar strength for galaxies in our sample by means
f Fourier mode analysis (e.g. Grand et al. 2016 ). We define equally
paced radial annuli in the face-on projections of the disc galaxies
nd compute the complex Fourier coefficients to quantify azimuthal
atterns in the mass distribution with n -fold axisymmetry: 

 n ( R j ) = 

N R ∑ 

i= 1 

m i cos ( n θi ) , (4) 

nd 

 n ( R j ) = 

N R ∑ 

i= 1 

m i sin ( n θi ) , (5) 

here a n and b n are the real and imaginary components of the Fourier
oefficients. The sum is o v er the i th particle in the j th annulus.
ere, m i and θ i are the mass and azimuthal angle of the i th particle,

espectively. We characterize the strength of the n th Fourier mode by
ts amplitude, given by 

 n ( R j , t) = 

√ 

a n ( R j , t) 2 + b n ( R j , t) 2 . (6) 

he second mode, n = 2, corresponds to a bisymmetric signal with
 periodicity of π radians, such as a double arm or a bar. In order to
orrectly quantify the bar strength one should determine where the
ar ends and the spiral arms begin. To do so, we make use of the bar
hase angle, which is computed as: 

′ 
2 = 

1 

2 
atan2 ( b 2 , a 2 ) . (7) 

The bar phase angle remains almost constant in consecutive radial
nnuli until the bar ends. Following Grand et al. ( 2016 ) we define
he bar length, i.e. the bar semimajor axis, as the radius at which the
ifference in the phase angle between two consecutive radial bins is
arger than 0.5. Finally, the mass-weighted mean of the amplitude of
he n = 2 Fourier mode within the bar region, i.e. the bar strength, is
efined as: 

 2 ( t) = 

∑ 

j B 2 ( R j , t) ∑ 

j B 0 ( R j , t) 
. (8) 

We note that another usual definition for the bar strength is to
onsider the maximum value of the normalized amplitude of the
 = 2 Fourier mode, instead of the weighted mean average of the
mplitude inside the bar region (see e.g. Athanassoula, Machado &
odionov 2013 ). We computed the bar strength following this
efinition and compared the results obtained with both approaches.
hen using the maximum normalized amplitude as proxy for the

ar strength, the nominal values obtained are larger on average. If
he bar strength threshold to consider a galaxy as strongly barred is
elected accordingly, the results look qualitatively the same and the
onclusions of this paper remain unchanged. 

 T H E  BU LGES  O F  T N G 5 0  MW/ M3 1 -LI KE  

A L A X I E S  

e begin by analysing the general properties of our sample of 287
W/M31-like simulated galaxies. Fig. 1 shows a selection of 9
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Figure 1. Face-on and edge-on projections of mock images based on the stellar density of nine examples of simulated galaxies from the sample used in this 
work, composed of 287 TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies at z = 0. Galaxies are ordered from the top left corner to the right bottom corner by the S ́ersic index of 
the photometric bulge component. In each panel, the identifier of the galaxy in the simulation is shown in the top right corner, and the S ́ersic index in the bottom 

left corner. A scale of 10 kpc is indicated by the white bar in the top left panel. Galaxies with higher S ́ersic bulges show featureless discs, and those with lower 
S ́ersic are prone to exhibit spiral arms and stronger features. 
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Figure 2. Stellar mass distribution of the sample of 287 TNG50 MW/M31- 
like galaxies described in Section 2.2 . The solid black line indicates the 
median of the distribution and the dotted black lines show the interquartile 
range. The coloured circles with bidirectional arrows indicate the estimated 
ranges for the MW and M31 stellar mass, from different authors as indicated 
in the legend and cited in the text. 
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alaxies from our sample at z = 0, ordered by their S ́ersic index (see
ection 2.2.1 ) from left to right and top to bottom. These examples
ighlight the differences of the concentrated central regions and
eatureless discs of galaxies with high S ́ersic bulges close to the
op left corner and the nearly bulgeless galaxies with clear spiral
eatures towards the lower right corner. 

Fig. 2 shows the stellar mass distribution of our sample with the
edian and interquartile range indicated with solid and dotted black
 ertical lines, respectiv ely. The galaxy stellar mass is calculated
umming the stellar masses of all particles inside a sphere of 30 kpc
adius and centred on the most bound DM particle. The coloured
oints and arrows indicate the ranges of different stellar mass
stimates for the the MW (Flynn et al. 2006 ; Licquia & Newman
015 ; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 ; Boardman et al. 2020 ) and
31 (Tamm et al. 2012 ; Sick et al. 2015 ; Boardman et al. 2020 ). 
In the left-hand panel of Fig. 3 we show the best-fitting functions

f the two-component decomposition (see Section 2.2.1 ) for the
hole sample of MW/M31-like galaxies. Highlighted with red lines

re the best-fitting functions for galaxies with high S ́ersic indices.
e find that 17 . 1 per cent of the galaxies in our sample have S ́ersic

ndices n > 2. In the following sections, we will explore the physical
rocess, or combination of processes, that drives the evolution of
hese types of concentrated bulges. We will contrast these results
ith the evolution of the more abundant systems with flatter SBP.

n the right-hand panels of Fig. 3 , we show the S ́ersic indices, the
f fecti ve radii and the B/T distributions. All these quantities were
erived from the fits to the surface brightness profiles, where B/T is
he quotient of the integrals of the S ́ersic component and the complete
tted function. The medians are indicated with a black solid line and

he interquartile ranges are depicted with dotted lines. The three
istributions, with median values of n Sersic = 1.19, r eff = 0.92, and
B/T = 0.13, respectively, show a peak sk ewed tow ards lower values
f and a tail to higher values. 
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
We will see how the S ́ersic index and B/T are affected by different
spects of galaxy evolution, so it is important to show that both
roperties are independent and that we can extract different insights
rom both of them. The upper panel of Fig. 4 shows that, effectively,
he S ́ersic index and B/T are not correlated. Notice the low value
f the Pearson coefficient that quantifies the grade of correlation
n a linear fit. A Pearson coefficient greater that P = 0 . 5 would
mply a significant correlation. Additionally, we show how the two
uantities derived from SBPs behave as a function of the stellar
ass of the simulated galaxies, to ensure that there is no underlying

ependence of our results with stellar mass. The middle and lower
anel of Fig. 4 show the S ́ersic index and B/T as a function of stellar
ass, respectively. Note that neither the Sersic index nor B/T show a

orrelation with stellar mass, at least in the relatively narrow stellar
ass range adopted to select our sample of simulated galaxies. A

orrelation between S ́ersic index and/or B/T with mass could emerge
f a wider mass range of simulated galaxies is considered, but such
nalysis is beyond the scope of this paper and is post-poned to future
ork. 
Finally, we show in Fig. 5 the relation between the B/T obtained

rom the photometric decomposition and the bulge-to-total ratio de-
ived from the kinematic decomposition of stellar particles ((B/T) kin ,
ee Section 2.2.2 ), as the ratio between the sum of the masses of
ulge stellar particles and the total stellar mass of the galaxy, up to
he optical radius. The (B/T) kin values are larger on average. Low-
nd high-S ́ersic index bulges show no specific trend in this relation.
he values are not expected to be well correlated, although both
efinitions can give useful insights on the formation of the central
egions of galaxies, as we will see later in this work. In a forthcoming
aper (Gargiulo et al., in preparation) we will study the link between
he kinematical definition of bulges and the photometric definition,
escribed in Section 2.2.1 , in detail. 

.1 Does bulge type depend on environment? 

e study the influence of environment on the properties of pho-
ometric bulges in our sample of simulated galaxies, using the
efinitions presented in Section 2.2.3 . We focus on the S ́ersic index
nd B/T ratio derived as described in Section 2.2.1 . As mentioned in
ection 1 , G19 suggested that the pre v alence of lo w S ́ersic bulges in

he Auriga galaxies might be, in part, a consequence of the isolation
riterion used to select the Auriga DM Haloes for re-simulation. This
ssumption can be tested with TNG50 in a broader picture, thanks
o the larger diversity of environments surrounding our sample of
imulated galaxies. 

We begin by analysing the dependence of S ́ersic index and B/T
ith the o v erdensity parameter. In the left-hand panels of Fig. 6 , we

how the S ́ersic index and B/T as a function of the logarithm of the
 v erdensity parameter, considering a number of neighbours k = 5,
nd a mass cut m cut = 5 × 10 9 M � (only galaxies with total masses,
.e. the sum of all types of particles of the subhalo, larger than the cut,
re counted). The squares show the median values of the Sersic index
nd B/T in bins of log 10 (1 + δ). The shaded areas show the standard
eviations on each bin. For these particular values of k and m cut we
nd no significant correlation between S ́ersic index, or B/T, with

he local o v erdensity. The middle panel of this figure explores the
mpact that different values of k and m cut can have on this analysis.
hese panels show that, independently of the values chosen for these
arameters, we find no significant correlation between n sersic and
og 10 (1 + δ) and only a very mild correlation with B/T. 

As a second test, we measure the local density of galaxies as the
umber of neighbours inside a sphere of fixed size (see Section 2.2.3 ).

art/stac629_f2.eps
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Figure 3. Left-hand panel: Best-fitting functions to the surface brightness profiles of all TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies of our sample, composed of a S ́ersic 
profile plus an exponential profile (see details on the text). Highlighted with red are the fitting functions with high S ́ersic index (17 . 1 per cent of the sample) 
that show a concentrated light distribution. Right-hand panels: Distributions of S ́ersic index, ef fecti ve radii, and B/T from the top panel to the bottom panel, 
respectively. Median values of the distributions are indicated with a solid vertical line and the interquartile range is indicated with dotted vertical lines. 
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he rightmost panels of Fig. 6 show the dependence of the S ́ersic
ndex and B/T on this local density. We find a result similar to the
revious one: the S ́ersic indices do not correlate with environment as
haracterized by the number of galaxies that can be found within a
phere of 738.2 kpc radii, while B/T shows a mild correlation towards
 higher number of neighbours. This is also independent of the m cut 

dopted. 
Our results strongly point towards a lack of environmental de- 

endence of bulge type in MW/M31-like galaxies. The lack of 
nvironmental dependence on these two particular properties of SBPs 
f galaxies is not surprising. Structural properties of galaxies are 
hown to be rather independent of the abundance of neighbouring 
alaxies and more dependent on intrinsic properties like their mass 
e.g. Blanton & Moustakas 2009 ; Peebles & Nusser 2010 ). More
irect observ ational e vidence of this is found in Gao et al. ( 2018 ),
here no environmental dependence on the properties of bulges of 
isc galaxies is detected, once the dependence on stellar mass is re-
o v ed. We acknowledge that, even with the TNG50 simulations, the

nvironmental dependence diagnostics considered in this work may 
uffer from low number statistics, especially towards larger densities. 
 larger cosmological volume would be desirable to densely populate 

ll the o v erdensity bins. Moreo v er, although TNG50 stands as one
he largest efforts to simulate a large cosmological volume with a 

ass and spatial resolutions comparable with those achieved in the 
ealm of the zoom-in technique, our results may still be influenced 
y cosmic variance. 

 IN SITU A N D  EX SITU C O M P O N E N T S  

n this section, we analyse the origin of stellar particles in the central
egions of our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies, where photometric 
ulges arise, dividing them into in situ and ex situ particles. In situ
articles are defined as those formed from condensation of the gas 
hat belongs to the host galaxy, while accreted particles are those 
ormed within the potential wells of galaxies that are later accreted on
o the main host. This grouping of star particles has been previously
sed several times in the study of stellar haloes to help understand
he kinematics and chemical abundances distribution of their stars 
see e.g. Tissera, White & Scannapieco 2012 ; Tissera et al. 2014 ;
illepich, Madau & Mayer 2015 ; Monachesi et al. 2016 , 2019 ). It
as also pro v en useful to decode the origin of stellar populations
n bulges and discs and e v aluate ho w mergers contribute to their
ormation (Guedes et al. 2013 ; Gargiulo et al. 2017 ; G ́omez et al.
017 ; Fragkoudi et al. 2020 , G19). The catalog of in situ and ex situ
articles of the galaxies analysed here was constructed following the 
onsiderations in Rodriguez-Gomez et al. ( 2016 ). 

For this section, to analyse the in situ and ex situ components of
he bulge, we isolate the stellar particles in the inner regions of the
alaxies that are not part of the disc, using kinematic information (see
ection 2.2.2 ). As shown by Abadi et al. ( 2003 ), bulge components
elected by a kinematic decomposition show an increase in surface 
rightness towards the inner regions, similar to a photometric bulge. 
ote, ho we ver, that it is not possible to unequivocally isolate the
articles that constitute a photometric bulge using a kinematic 
ecomposition (see Abadi et al. 2003 ; Du et al. 2020 ). This is because
he properties of photometric bulges are obtained by decomposing 
he light distribution in the inner galactic region with two o v erlapping
rofiles representing the disc and the bulge. Nevertheless, this type of
nalysis can give important insights about the physical mechanisms 
esponsible for the formation of different kinds of photometric 
ulges. 

The top panel of Fig. 7 shows the kinematic bulge ex situ mass
raction for galaxies with high ( n ≥ 2) and low ( n < 2) S ́ersic index
ulges, in red and gre y colours, respectiv ely. We can see that high-
 ́ersic index bulges typically have larger fractions of ex situ stars in

heir kinematic counterpart than low-S ́ersic bulges. This is shown 
y the median values of the distributions, ˜ μ = 0 . 09 and ˜ μ = 0 . 28
or low and high S ́ersic bulges, respectively, which are highlighted
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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Figure 4. Upper panel: S ́ersic index versus B/T for our sample of TNG50 
MW/M31-like galaxies, derived from 2-component decompositions to the 
surface brightness profiles in the V band. Simulated galaxies with S ́ersic 
indices abo v e n = 2 are highlighted in red. Middle panel: S ́ersic inde x v ersus 
stellar mass for our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies. Lower panel: S ́ersic 
inde x v ersus stellar mass for our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies. The 
dashed lines show a least-squares linear fit to the data in the three panels. The 
value of the Pearson coefficient, that measures the degree of linear correlation, 
is indicated in the top right corner of each panel. S ́ersic index and B/T are 
independent quantities, and neither of them is correlated with the stellar mass 
of the simulated galaxies. 
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Figure 5. Bulge-to-total ratios derived from the kinematic decomposition 
(see text and Section 2.2.2 ) as a function of the photometric B/T (Sec- 
tion 2.2.1 ). The values for galaxies hosting a high S ́ersic bulge ( n > 2) 
are indicated in red and for galaxies hosting a low S ́ersic bulge ( n < 2), in 
grey. The dotted line indicates the 1:1 correlation. These quantities are not 
expected to be well correlated. 
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ith vertical dashed and dotted lines. Ho we ver, there is no significant
inear correlation between S ́ersic index and f e x situ ,b ulge . This is shown
n the middle panel of this figure, and quantified by the Pearson
oefficient. We note here that the accumulation of galaxies with
ow ex situ fractions and low S ́ersic index is not dominated by the
umerous low-mass galaxies in our sample. In the bottom panel of
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
his figure we show the B/T values as a function of the fraction of ex
itu stars ( f e x situ ,b ulge ) within the kinematic bulges and find that there
s, as well, no correlation. The lack of a correlation of the B/T ratio
ith the ex situ fraction is evident, with a Pearson coef ficient v alue of
0.18. These results indicate that the prominence and concentration

f bulges are not trivially related to mergers. Although, it is important
o emphasize here that the ex situ fraction is not an exact proxy of
ulge growth via mergers, since all the stars formed during a starburst
riggered by a merger would be considered here as originating in situ .
he role of mergers in the formation of different kinds of photometric
ulges will be the subject of Section 5 . Despite the lack of linear
orrelation between the ex situ fraction of stars in the kinematic
ulges and the structural parameters of the photometric bulges, an
nteresting result is that the majority of the kinematic bulges from
NG50 are formed in situ , given that the ex situ fractions are low for
ost cases. This is in qualitative agreement with the results found in
19 using the Auriga simulations, which moti v ates us to compare
ur results in a more quantitative fashion. 

.1 Comparison with the Auriga simulations 

19 studied the fraction of ex situ particles in the central regions
f the Auriga simulations and found that the stellar particles of
inematic bulges were formed mostly in situ . The Auriga simulations
re a suite of high resolution re-simulations of galaxies in MW-sized
aloes (Grand et al. 2017 ), run with the same magneto-hydrodynamic
ode as the TNG50 simulation, AREPO . Ho we ver, the physical models
sed in the simulations differ in the implementation of the AGN
eedback and other aspects (see Section 2.1 ). Moroever, TNG50 was
un within a moderately large cosmological box. As a result, we have
 MW/M31-like simulated galaxies sample that is ∼7 times bigger
han the one used in G19. It is thus worthwile to compare the results of
his work with those found in G19 using the Auriga simulations. We
ow wish to test in a more quantitative way whether the dominance
f in situ bulges mentioned in the last section is robust and sensitive
o changes in the physical model of the TNG50 simulation and to the
uch larger and more statistically representative sample of galaxies.
The top panel of Fig. 8 shows the density distributions of ex situ

tellar fraction inside bulges of MW/M31-like galaxies in TNG50

art/stac629_f4.eps
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Figure 6. Top left: S ́ersic index of bulges in our sample of TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies, as a function of o v erdensity parameter (see Section 2.2.3 for the 
definition) considering k = 5 and a stellar mass cut of 5 × 10 9 M �. Dark red squares show the median values in o v erdensity bins and the corresponding shaded 
region and errorbars indicate the standard deviation in each bin. Top middle: Medians of S ́ersic indices in o v erdensity bins, for different choices of parameters 
k and m cut in solar masses, as indicated in the legend. We only show two shaded regions representing the standard deviation in each bin to a v oid o v ercrowding 
in the plot. Top right: S ́ersic index as a function of the number of neighbours inside a 738.1 kpc sphere. Bottom panels: Same as top panels but for B/T values. 
No measurable dependence of S ́ersic index with environment is found and a slight increase of B/T values with overdensity of galaxies can be seen. 
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nd the MW-mass galaxies from the Auriga simulations considered 
n G19. We take into account only 251 galaxies from our sample
f TNG50 simulated galaxies that lie in the same stellar mass
ange as the Auriga sample, M � ε [2.75, 10.97] × 10 10 M �. The
ernel density estimations are shown with red and blue lines, for
he Auriga and TNG50 simulated galaxies, respectively. The ex situ 
ractions distributions are similar, with a relativ e e xcess of bulges
ith f e x situ ,b ulge < 0.1 in the Auriga simulations and the presence of
alaxies with very high ( f ex-situ,bulge > 0.4) ex situ bulge fractions
nly in the TNG50 sample. To quantify the differences between 
he distributions we show, in the bottom panel, the cumulative 
istributions of ex situ fractions for both samples of simulated 
alaxies. A two-sample Kolmogoro v–Smirno v statistical test yields 
 p -value of p KS = 0.33, not high enough to discard the null
ypothesis, i.e, that both samples come from different distributions. 
ur results show that the prevalence of in situ formed stars in the
odelled kinematic bulges, first reported in G19, is confirmed by 
NG50. Ho we ver, statistically, the distributions differ slighly. The 

ow number of galaxies in the Auriga sample relative to the TNG50
ample may play a role, as well as the different median masses of
oth samples, which are 6.07 × 10 10 and 5.09 × 10 10 M � for the
uriga and the restricted TNG50 sample, respecti vely. But, gi ven that

he mass range of galaxies was constrained to be the same in both
amples, it is fair to assume that the differences in the distributions
ome, at least partially, from the differences in the galaxy formation 
odels. The AGN model implemented in TNG50 (see Section 2.1 ) 
ight prevent to some degree the formation of stars in the central

egions (see also Nelson et al. 2021 ), and ele v ate the fraction of ex situ
tars with respect to the Auriga simulations. Another noteworthy fact 
s that in the Auriga sample G19 did not find any high-S ́ersic bulge,
ifferently from the restricted TNG50 sample, where 17 . 5 per cent
f the galaxies host a high-S ́ersic bulge. The low number of galaxies
n the Auriga sample, with respect to the restricted TNG50 sample,
revents us to draw further conclusions on this fact. 
An interesting aspect regarding the ex situ component of the 

inematic bulges, and also studied by G19, relates to the number
f satellites that contributed to the majority of their ex situ stellar
omponent. Fig. 9 shows donut charts displaying the number of 
atellites needed to add-up 50 and 90 per cent of the total ex situ
tellar mass in the kinematically selected bulges of our TNG50 

W/M31-like sample. We find that ∼ 76 . 8 per cent of the galaxies
a ve b ulges in which half of the ex situ component was contributed
y a single accretion ev ent. F or the remaining, we find that in 17 . 7
nd 5 . 4 per cent of the galaxies half of the ex situ component was
rought to the bulge by two and three or more satellites, respectively.
o build up 90 per cent of the ex situ mass of the kinematic bulge we
nd that less than four satellites are sufficient in 67 . 2 per cent of the
ases, with a median value of two satellites. These results are in line
ith those obtained in G19 with the Auriga simulations, where only
 few satellites (a median of 3 satellites) account for 90 per cent of
he ex situ component of kinematically selected bulges and, in most
ases (with a median value of one satellite), the stellar particles of
ne single satellite dominate the ex situ component (i.e. this satellite
ccounts for more than 50 per cent of the total ex situ stellar particles
n the kinematic bulge). 

 RO LE  O F  M E R G E R S  

n this section, we further explore the relation between bulge 
roperties and merger events. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 10 , we
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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Figure 7. Top panel: Distributions of the ex situ fractions of stars in kinematic 
bulges of TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies with high- and low-S ́ersic indices 
in red and gre y, respectiv ely. Median values are indicated with grey dotted 
and red dashed lines. The median of the ex situ fraction distribution of high- 
S ́ersic bulges is significantly larger than the one for low-S ́ersic bulges. Middle 
panel: S ́ersic index as a function of ex situ fraction of stars in kinematic 
bulges. Galaxies with high-S ́ersic index are highlighted in red. The dashed 
grey line is the best-fitted linear function using a least-squared method. The 
Pearson coefficient of the linear adjustment is shown in the legend. The 
S ́ersic index and the fraction of ex situ stars in the kinematic bulges are 
linearly uncorrelated, according to this metric, in our sample of MW/M31- 
like galaxies. Bottom panel: B/T as a function of ex situ bulge fraction. 
There is a null correlation between the ex situ fraction of stellar particles in 
kinematic bulges, and the excess of light in the central regions of our sample 
of simulated galaxies. 
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Figure 8. Top panel: Normalized density of ex situ fractions in bulges of a 
sample of 30 MW–mass galaxies of the Auriga simulations (red), compared 
with ex situ fractions of a subsample of TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies 
(blue), selected to be in the same mass range. Solid lines are kernel density 
estimations of the distribution for both simulations. The red dotted and blue 
dashed line indicate the median values as indicated in the legend. Blue and 
red short lines in the bottom of the figure show the individual values in 
the distribution. Bottom panel: Cumulative distributions of the ex situ bulge 
fractions for both simulations. The p -value of a two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov statistical test is also shown. Both simulations show a similar 
distribution of accreted stellar fraction in kinematic b ulges, b ut statistically 
differ due to differences in the physical model. 
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how the S ́ersic index as a function of the total number of significant
ergers, N mergers , experienced by our TNG50 sample of MW/M31-

ike galaxies. Here we only consider mergers with mass ratios m ratio =
 tot,sat / m tot,host > 0.1, since redshift z = 12 up to present day, where
 tot,sat and m tot,host are the total mass of the merging satellite and the
ost galaxy , respectively . The black line represents the median value
er bin and the shaded region the interquartile range. Note that the
 mergers does not account for the diversity in the merging history of
alaxies, since mergers with different mass ratios, and at different
imes, are counted in this variable. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 10 ,
e now show the total accreted mass (i.e. DM, gas, and stars) from

hose significant mergers (i.e. m ratio > 0.1) by each MW/M31-like
alaxy as a function of S ́ersic index. Although the median values in
oth diagrams show an increase towards larger number of mergers
nd total accreted mass, the number of simulated galaxies in the
ast bins is too low, and most galaxies with high S ́ersic index show a
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
oderate number of significant mergers (3–8) and total accreted mass
20–150 × 10 10 M �). All in all, we find no significant correlation
etween merging history measured in this way and S ́ersic index. 

The timing of mergers may play a role in shaping the surface
rightness profile of a galaxy. A late merger is more likely to
nduce recognizable perturbations on the host’s present-day stellar
inematics than an early event since secular processes have less
ime to act and reconfigure the galactic phase-space distribution.

oreo v er, physical conditions, such as the availability of gas supply
o form stars in a burst, are different at different stages of a galaxy’s
volution. As a result, although the build-up of the light profile
f galaxies is a complex and cumulative process, either the last
ignificant accretion event, or the most massive merger a galaxy has
xperienced, are more likely to leave a visible imprint in the resulting
ight profile at z = 0 than other events. 

We will now focus on the characteristics of the last significant
erger experienced by each galaxy. The bottom panel of Fig. 11

hows the S ́ersic index of the photometric bulges as a function of
ook-back time ( t lb ) of the last significant merger, t lsm 

lb (i.e. with
erger ratio m sat / m host > 0.1). Here, the time of the merger is

efined as the look-back time of the snapshot at which the satellite
or secondary progenitor), is no longer identified by the SUBFIND

lgorithm. Our goal is to better identify the instant of time when the
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Figure 9. Fractions of simulated TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies in our 
sample that need the indicated number of satellites to build-up 50 per cent 
(top chart) and 90 per cent (bottom chart) of the total ex situ stellar mass 
of kinematically selected bulges. A single satellite is enough to explain the 
majority of the accreted mass budget in bulges. Only a few of them are enough 
to sum almost the total of the accreted stars. 

Figure 10. Left-hand panel: S ́ersic index as a function of the number of 
mergers experienced by each TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxy with merger ratio 
m ratio > 0.1. Right-hand panel: S ́ersic index as a function of the total mass 
accreted in mergers with merger ratio m ratio > 0.1. The black line represents 
the median value per bin and the shaded region the interquartile range. The 
number of mergers and total accreted mass in mergers in galaxies have no 
measurable effect in the S ́ersic index of bulges. 
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Figure 11. Top panel: Distribution of look-back time of the last merger 
with m tot,sat / m tot,host > 0.1, t lsm 

lb , for galaxies with high-S ́ersic and low- 
S ́ersic photometric bulges, in red and gre y, respectiv ely. Median values of 
the distributions are shown alongside the filled grey line and a dashed red 
line. A dotted black line indicates the median value of the t lsm 

lb distribution 
of simulated galaxies hosting low-S ́ersic bulges when extremely early last 
mergers ( t lsm 

lb > 11 Gyr) are not considered. Bottom panel: S ́ersic index as 
a function of t lsm 

lb . Grey indicates simulated galaxies with low-S ́ersic photo- 
metric bulges and red indicates those with high-S ́ersic bulges. Highlighted 
with black circles are galaxies with low-S ́ersic bulges that experienced the 
last significant merger more than 11 Gyr ago. Galaxies hosting a high-S ́ersic 
bulge experience the last significant merger at substantial later times, on 
average. 
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erger could have a stronger effect on the surface brightness profile 
f the host. The mass ratio, ho we ver, is measured at the time when
he satellite reaches its maximum stellar mass, because a substantial 
mount of loose particles that belonged to the satellite are assigned 
o the central galaxy by the halo finder, which results in a significant
nderestimation of the merger ratio. This, in turn, adds a resolution 
ependent effect, since in simulations with better resolution a satellite 
akes longer to merge (see section 5.2 in Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 
015 ). 
On average, galaxies hosting high-S ́ersic photometric bulges ex- 
erienced the last significant merger at later times than galaxies with
ow-S ́ersic bulges. The distribution of t lsm 

lb is shown in the top panel.
he low- and high-S ́ersic index population have median ̃  t lsm 

lb = 9 . 764
nd ˜ t lsm 

lb = 4 . 9 Gyr and are indicated with a filled grey line and red
ashed line, respecti vely. Note, ho we ver, that a significant group of
imulated galaxies with low-S ́ersic bulges, highlighted in Fig. 11 
ith black circles, did not experience a merger with m tot,sat / m tot,host 

 0.1 during the last 11 Gyr. These galaxies have undergone a very
uiet merger history o v er their entire history. If we do not consider
his group of galaxies, the low-S ́ersic distribution shows a median
alue of t lsm 

lb = 7 . 28. This result indicates that there is a link between
he occurrence of a late merger and the concentration of the surface
rightness profile. Although there is no linear correlation between the 
 ́ersic index of photometric bulges and the time of the last significant
erger suffered by the simulated MW/M31-like galaxies, the median 

alue of t lsm 

lb is higher for galaxies with high S ́ersic index bulges. A
imilar analysis taking into account the most massive merger of each
imulated galaxy showed no correlation with this particular event 
nd the S ́ersic index of photometric bulges, with similar distribu-
ions of t lb of the most massive merger for low- and high-S ́ersic
ulges. 

Another noteworthy property of galaxies that may affect the 
utcome of mergers is the gas fraction at the moment of the
nteraction. We define the gas fraction, f gas , as the ratio between the

ass in cold gas and the stellar mass of the host galaxy at the time
f peak mass of the satellite (the same instant of time that we use to
efine the merger mass ratio). To measure the amount of cold gas we
um the mass of gas in cells defined as star forming in the simulation,
.e. the gas cells that are abo v e the star formation threshold for the
pringel & Hernquist ( 2003 ) ISM model. We show in Fig. 12 , the
 ́ersic index as a function of the logarithm of the gas fraction, at
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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Figure 12. S ́ersic index as a function of the logarithm of the host gas fraction 
at the time of the last significant merger ( m tot,sat / m tot,host > 0.1). The colour 
coding indicates the look-back time of the last merger and marker sizes 
are indicative of the stellar mass of the accreted satellite in the last merger. 
Gas-poor mergers in the late Universe are not e xclusiv e of galaxies with 
high-S ́ersic bulges. Early gas-rich mergers are e xclusiv e of galaxies with low 

S ́ersic bulges. 
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Figure 13. Bar fraction as a function of lookback time. Bar fractions 
computed for the simulated sample of TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies are 
subject to a minimum V -band luminosity threshold (see text) at z = 0, together 
with the direct progenitor of each at z > 0. Two different thresholds of bar 
strengths to classify a galaxy as barred are shown, as indicated in the legends. 
Observational estimates of bar fractions from Sheth et al. ( 2008 ) are shown 
with filled black squares and empty black squares. Empty squares correspond 
to strong bars. Dark orange circles are from Simmons ( 2014 ) and orange 
triangles are from Melvin et al. ( 2014 ). Bar fractions in the progenitors of 
our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies do not decrease with redshift. No 
direct comparison of observations and simulations is suggested, as the galaxy 
samples selected – as well as the methods for identifying bars – differ between 
the two. 
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he time of the last considerable merger ( m tot,sat / m tot,host > 0.1). The
olour coding indicates the t lsm 

lb of this last merger and the size of the
ircle is proportional to the stellar mass of the accreted satellite. The
as fraction clearly correlates with the t lsm 

lb , as is expected because
f the exhaustion of the gas supply of galaxies with time. We can
ee that a group of galaxies with low S ́ersic index with no significant
ergers through most of their history accreted low-mass satellites at

arly times in a very wet merger, that is, with a high fraction of cold
as available, larger than unity. High S ́ersic bulges had predominantly
ergers with gas fraction between unity and a tenth, but there is no

lear correlation between the gas fraction and the concentration of
 ulges. Many low-S ́ersic b ulges show the same pattern as high-S ́ersic
ulges. Looking at the mass of the satellite galaxy reflected in the
izes of circles we can tell that there is also no correlation with the
ehaviour of galaxies with low and high-S ́ersic bulges, except for
he fact that there is a large group of low S ́ersic galaxies that do show
 last merger with low mass satellites, with high gas fractions that
ccurred at early times. 
The lack of clear correlations with the properties of mergers and

he S ́ersic index of bulges does not necessarily mean that mergers
ave a low impact on the formation of bulges. The fact that the ex
itu fraction in kinematic bulges is higher more frequently in high
 ́ersic bulges (see Fig. 7 ) is the first indication that mergers play
 role. Mergers are ubiquitous in the current paradigm of galaxy
ormation and the fact that some large galaxies in the Local Group
nd the MW galaxy itself show no signatures of a merger -b uilt b ulge
omponent (although see Kunder et al. 2016 ) has led to the idea
hat there is a tension of the paradigm with observations (e.g. Shen
t al. 2010 ). In G19, it was found that despite the rich merger
istories of simulated MW-mass galaxies, kinematically selected
ulges were formed mostly in situ and show properties more akin to
seudo-bulges. Here we see that on one side, there are MW/M31-
ike simulated galaxies that do not suffer a significant merger since
he very early epoch of their formation. On the other side, mergers
vidently do not al w ays reach and affect the central region of the
alaxy. In the following section we explore other relevant physical
echanisms that could play a significant role in the formation and

v olution of b ulges, modulating the effects associated with merger
vents. 
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
 I NFLUENCE  O F  BA R S  

n this section, we analyse the influence of bars on the shape of the
ulge surface brightness profile, characterized by the S ́ersic index
nd B/T. 

.1 Bar demographics 

e first check the evolution of the bar fraction in our sample of
W/M31-like galaxies. Fig. 13 shows the fraction of barred galaxies

n a subsample of TNG50 galaxies as a function of t lb , together with
if ferent observ ational estimates of the bar fraction in ∼L � galaxies
s a function of t lb . Sheth et al. ( 2008 ) measured bar fractions in
he COSMOS surv e y (Sco ville et al. 2007 ). The existence of a bar
s determined by the ellipse fitting method (Men ́endez-Delmestre
t al. 2007 ), which consists in following the excess in the ellipticity
rofile up to a sudden change in the position angle profile of the
tted ellipses. They report two different estimates of bar fraction
ased on the ellipticity of the isophotes. One is simply referred to as
he bar fraction ( f bar ), and takes into account all bar detections. The
ther is estimated considering only bars with ellipticities greater than
.4, and named the strong bar fraction (sb). The total bar fraction
s shown with black filled squares, and the strong bar fraction is
hown with empty black squares. Orange triangles show the bar
raction estimates of galaxies in the COSMOS surv e y, but based
n the visual classification of the Galaxy Zoo project from Melvin
t al. ( 2014 ). Dark orange circles show the observational data from
immons ( 2014 ) who estimated the fraction of galaxies with strong
ar features in the Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008 ) using galaxies
rom the CANDELS surv e y (Koekemoer et al. 2011 ) up to z = 2.
bservational estimates rely on the selection of galaxies at different

edshifts that are brighter than the M 

� 
V region of the rest-frame
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Figure 14. Top panels: Cumulative fraction of bar strengths of TNG50 MW/M31-like simulated galaxies with high- and low-S ́ersic indices in their bulges at 
z = 0 are shown as red solid lines and dotted grey lines, respectively, at four different redshifts, as indicated in the legends. An excess of bars in the progenitors 
of galaxies with low-S ́ersic bulges at z = 0 is present at all redshifts since z = 2. Bottom panels: Cumulative fraction of bar strengths in TNG50 MW/M31-like 
simulated galaxies in three intervals of B/T as indicated in the legends. Progenitors of galaxies with larger B/T at z = 0 show a higher bar fraction at all cosmic 
epochs, highlighting the influence of bars in the formation of photometric bulges. 
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uminosity function at higher redshifts. The M 

� 
V parameter as a 

unction of redshift was estimated in Marchesini et al. ( 2012 ), by
tting a Schechter function to the rest-frame luminosity functions in 

he V band at redshifts z = [0.55, 0.90, 1.30, 1.8, 2.4, 3, 3.64]. Later
n, a parametrized curve is fitted to the observed M 

� 
V values as a

unction of redshift. We follow the progenitors of simulated galaxies 
n our sample at z = 0 using the merger trees from the simulation.
y means of the parametrized curve fitted to the observed M 

� 
V we 

mpose this magnitude threshold to our sample of galaxies at each 
edshift. Observations also establish different selection criteria of 
trong barred galaxies than simulations. To take this into account, 
e consider two different thresholds in the amplitude of the second 
ourier mode A 2 to consider a galaxy as barred. One of the caveats of

he comparison is that we quantify bar strength and length based on
he stellar mass distribution, whereas observationally this depends of 
he photometric band used for the analysis. Moreo v er, the definition
f barred galaxies in an observational sample is based on visual 
nspection or the ellipse fitting method. Overall, the methods to 
stimate bar fractions of galaxies in observations and simulations 
nd the sample selection differ considerably, and both present 
imitations, so a direct comparison between observed estimates of bar 
ractions and those obtained in our simulated galaxies is not intended. 
o we ver, we find it useful to show the observational estimates to
uide the reader in the following argument. The observed fractions 
f barred galaxies show a decrease after z ∼ 0.4, in all cases. The bar
raction of the progenitors of galaxies in our sample do not decrease
oward higher redshifts. This apparent excess of barred galaxies in our 
ample at high redshifts might contribute to the excess of low-S ́ersic
ulges that we see in our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies compared 
ith observations, as we later discuss in Section 7 . Nevertheless, we

aution once again that a better and more quantitatively meaningful 
omparison between simulations and observations is required to 
learly assess the degree of this apparent discrepancy. For example 
osas-Gue v ara et al. ( 2021 ) study the evolution of the bar fraction of
alaxies in TNG50 and faced the same limitations. When considering 
nly bars larger than 2 kpc in TNG50, which is a typical resolution
imit in images used to measure bars in observations at high redshift,
he bar fractions show a decrease with redshift that is qualitatively
imilar to what observers find. 

.2 Bar evolution 

e now concentrate on the evolution of the bar strengths to
nvestigate the effect that bars may have on the morphology and
ormation of photometric bulges. The top panels of Fig. 14 show the
umulative fraction of galaxies with bars stronger than a given A 2 

alue. Galaxies with high- and low-S ́ersic bulges are shown with red
nd grey lines, respecti vely. Dif ferent panels show results at different
edshifts. As shown in the top leftmost panel, at z = 0 there is a clear
xcess of bars in simulated galaxies with low S ́ersic index. At z =
, 63 per cent of simulated galaxies with low-S ́ersic inde x hav e a
oticeable bar, stronger than A 2 = 0.15 and only 41 per cent of those
ith high-S ́ersic index show bars with that magnitude. As we mo v e

o higher redshifts, the relati ve dif ference of bars with strength A 2 >

.15 remains large, reaching a maximum difference of 0.28 at z =

.5. At z = 2, bar fractions drop significantly for both sub-samples.
otice that this bar fraction evolution is not evidenced in Fig. 13
ecause we only consider galaxies more luminous than M 

� 
V at each 

edshift in that case. In the bottom panels of Fig. 14 we now divide
he sample of galaxies based on the parameter B/T. The red, yellow,
nd black lines show the cumulative number of galaxies as a function
f A 2 for galaxies with 0.0 < B/T < 0.1, 0.1 < B/T < 0.2, and B/T >

.2, respectively. We can see that across all redshifts, and for all bar
trengths considered, galaxies with larger B/T values show a greater 
raction of bars than less luminous bulges. This indeed suggests a
orrelation between bulge prominence and the pre v alence of bars. 

The results found here are qualitatively in agreement with those 
hown by Weinzirl et al. ( 2009 ), who found that 65 per cent of
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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Figure 15. Top panel: S ́ersic index as a function of the duration of the bar, 
colour coded with the fraction of ex situ stars in the bulge, for our sample of 
simulated TNG50 MW/M31-like galaxies. Bottom panel: B/T as a function 
of the duration of the bar with the same colour coding as in the top panel. 
High-S ́ersic bulges usually develop in galaxies that do not host a bar for a 
long time. 
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heir sample of bright spirals with low S ́ersic index are barred,
hilst 38 per cent of them with high S ́ersic index (2 < n <

) have bars. Ho we ver, a one-to-one comparison is not possible
or two main reasons. First, their galaxy sample spans a wider
ange in mass and, secondly, they include a bar component in
heir 2D surface brightness decomposition. The addition of a bar
omponent is probably the main reason for a disagreement in the
rend found in our results of bar fraction for different ranges of
/T; Weinzirl et al. ( 2009 ) found that galaxies with lower B/T
re most likely barred. Galaxies with B/T < 0.2 have a high bar
raction of ∼ 68 per cent , and those with 0.2 < B/T < 0.4 and B/T
 0.4 have bar fractions of ∼ 42 and ∼ 17 per cent , respectively.
he trend exhibited by their results is opposite to what we find

n our simulated galaxies, where a bar component in the surface
rightness profile decomposition is not included. When a bar is
onsidered as a separated entity, a significant fraction of the light
ssociated with the bulge in a two-component fit would be associated
o the bar component. This effect can be readily seen comparing
he results of G19, with those of Bl ́azquez-Calero et al. ( 2020 ),
ho analysed the same sample of the Auriga simulation suite and

pplied two-component light decompositions and three-component
ight decompositions (including a bar component), respectively. The
/T ratios derived by G19 are consistently larger than those obtained
y Bl ́azquez-Calero et al. ( 2020 ). The implications of these results
re discussed in Section 7 . 

.3 On the bulge-bar connection 

ars are not al w ays persistent features. Is it fair to assume that
he duration of a bar feature would determine the influence of
his component on the evolution of a galaxy and, in particular, its
hotometric bulge. To quantify the period of time during which a
iven galaxy contained a significant bar we proceed as follows. First,
e define a bar strength threshold A thresh . We then search for all those

napshots in the simulation where A 2 > A thresh . At every snapshot,
 i , where A 2 > A thresh , and due to the relatively poor time resolution,
e assume that the bar has been abo v e A thresh for a period equal

o [ t lb ( S i − 1 ) − t lb ( S i + 1 )]/2. Finally, the total time a bar has had an
mplitude abo v e A thresh since t lb < 10 Gyrs is computed as 

 ( >A thresh ) = 

1 

2 

∑ 

i >A thresh 

(
[ t lb ( S i−1 ) − t lb ( S i+ 1 )] 

)
, (9) 

here i >A thresh counts o v er the snapshots where the amplitude of the
econd Fourier mode is larger than A thresh . 

In the top panel of Fig. 15 , we show the dependence of S ́ersic index
f our simulated galaxies with the period that a system hosted a strong
ar with A 2 > 0.2. The colour coding indicates the fraction of ex situ
tars in each bulge. We find no correlation between S ́ersic index and
he duration of a strong bar (top panel). Ho we ver, it is interesting
o see how different regions in this diagram are populated. Galaxies
ith high-S ́ersic index bulges typically do not develop strong bars
uring most of their evolution, as was already hinted in Fig. 14 .
here are a dozen galaxies with high-S ́ersic bulges that developed a
ar during more than 3 Gyr in their history, some of them with S ́ersic
ndices close to the threshold imposed to divide them into low- and
igh-S ́ersic bulges. Most of the bulges with long-lived bars ( t >A 2 > 3
yr) show either low or negligible ex situ fractions in the kinematic
ulge, as well as low S ́ersic bulges. Galaxies with short-lived bars,
n the other hand, show both low- and high-S ́ersic index bulges.
mong those, the galaxies with high-S ́ersic index bulges commonly

how high ex situ fractions, as already shown in Fig. 12 . 
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
The bottom panel of Fig. 15 shows the B/T ratio as a function of
trong bar duration with the same colour coding as in the top panel.
here is no clear correlation between the photometric B/T ratio and

he duration of the bar, but two broad main branches can be seen
n this panel, departing from the locus of points with low B/T and
hort-lived bars, i.e B/T < 0.1 and t ( >A 2 ) < 3 Gyr . On one hand,
e see galaxies with long-lived strong bars that in some cases show

ignificant values of B/T, larger than B/T = 0.15. These likely grew
heir photometric bulges through bar-related processes. On the other
and, there are galaxies with short lived bars that also present large
alues of B/T. Some of them show higher ex situ fractions in their
inematic bulge, thus, in this case, also mergers likely contributed to
row their photometric bulges. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

e have studied the formation of bulges in a sample of galaxies
f MW/M31-like galaxies drawn from TNG50. In this section,
e discuss our findings in general and in relation to the current
nderstanding about the role that mergers and bars can play in the
ormation and evolution of bulges. 

By means of 1D, two component photometric decompositions
f the surface brightness profiles of our sample of MW/M31-like
alaxies we find that 17 . 1 per cent have S ́ersic indices n sersic >

, i.e. very concentrated bulges components, consistent with the
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tructure expected for classical bulges. An interesting question to 
ddress would be if this fraction of classical bulges is consistent 
ith the fraction of concentrated photometric bulges estimated 

rom observations. Fisher & Drory ( 2011 ) compiled a set of ≈100
bservations of galaxies in a local 11 Mpc volume, obtained with a
onsistent methodology, and produced a census of bulge type as a 
unction of the stellar mass of galaxies. They found that, for galaxies
ith stellar masses in the range defined by our sample (log 10 ( M � ) ∈

10.5, 11.2]), ∼ 50 per cent of bulges can be classified as classical, 
hich have S ́ersic index n > 2 almost in all cases. This proportion

s higher than the 17 . 1 per cent of concentrated bulges found in this
tudy. Note ho we ver that the observed sample of galaxies has a
ow number in the mass range considered in our work, and also
nclude elliptical galaxies in the classical bulge classification; the 
atter are excluded from our analysis. Another possibility is that the 
NG50 simulation is underproducing high S ́ersic index bulges, when 
ompared with MW-mass galaxies in the local Uni verse. Ho we ver,
t is not possible to draw a definitive conclusion from the analysis
resented in this work. A more precise answer to this question must
e addressed in a new study, in which the same galaxy selection
riteria are applied for both the observed and simulated sample of
alaxies. 

It has been pointed out in previous works that the o v erabundance
f galaxies with low-S ́ersic bulges can be a resolution issue, via two
ain channels (Martig et al. 2012 ): Bois et al. ( 2010 ) showed that

ynamical resolutions near 32 pc are needed to correctly remo v e
ngular momentum in mergers and produce slowly rotating ellip- 
icals. Although the TNG simulations are successful in producing 
lowly rotating ellipticals (e.g. Pulsoni et al. 2020 ), it is fair to
peculate that a higher resolution might still be needed to correctly 
edistribute angular momentum in the central regions of disc galaxies, 
hus producing more concentrated bulges supported by anisotropy. 
dditionally, using zoom-in simulations, Sparre & Springel ( 2016 ) 

howed that simulations with higher resolutions than Illustris (similar 
o TNG100 and hence 16 times worse in particle mass than TNG50)
re more efficient to produce starburst in galaxy mergers. With 
NG50 we show that bursts of star formation are prominent during 

he phases of gas-rich mergers of MW/M31-like galaxies (Still et al., 
n preparation), yet it is unclear to what degree this is converged and
articularly so for the question of bulge formation. 
Secondly, the lack of accuracy in the follow-up of the fragmen- 

ation of gas in the early evolution of the galaxy might suppress a
ulge formation channel, through formation of gas clouds that sink 
nto the central parts of a galaxy due to dynamical friction (Dekel
t al. 2009 ; Ceverino et al. 2010 ; Perez et al. 2013 ). This process is
hought to contribute mostly to form concentrated bulges. 

The resolution analysis shown in Appendix A suggests that 
onvergence on the SBP of these late type simulated galaxies is
nly starting to be reasonably achieved at the resolution level of
NG50-1. This is in good agreement with the results presented in 
rand et al. ( 2021 ), where they studied this problem considering

wo higher resolution levels, all in the context of the Auriga project.
hey show that surface density profiles of MW-mass galaxies are 
tarting to be well converged at resolution levels of 5.4 × 10 4 M �
n the baryonic component, which is comparable to the TNG50-1 
esolution. It is worth highlighting, ho we ver, that lo wer resolution
evels than that associated with TNG50-1 will suffer from this issue.
 or e xample, Du et al. ( 2020 ) analysed the TNG100-1 simulation,
ith a mass resolution 16 times worst than the one considered here,

nd found only a few galaxies with concentrated bulges. 
None the less, simulations like TNG50-1 studied in this work, 

ith a minimum gravitational softening of ∼300 physical pc for the 
tars, are a major step in understanding the physical processes that
ontribute to form the diversity of bulges found in MW/M31-like 
alaxies in the local Universe. 

Another issue worthy of attention and recently discussed by 
eebles ( 2020b ) is the relative scarcity of very low B/T bulges in
tate-of-the-art cosmological simulations compared to a local sample 
f observed galaxies with L � L � . The discussion is based on a com-
arison between the hot kinematical state of particles in simulated 
alactic components and the observed values of the rotational degree 
f the components of nearby galaxies. It was also sho wn, ho we ver,
hat when taking into account B/T V ratios, which are derived from
urface brightness profiles of simulated galaxies in the V band (G19),
he resulting B/T V distribution in simulated galaxies is comparable 
o the observed distribution of B/T. We find that the median of
he B/T distribution of our simulated galaxies, ˜ μB / T −tng50 = 0 . 09,
s e ven lo wer than the median value of the observed sample of
eebles ( 2020b ), ˜ μB / T −obs = 0 . 16. Ho we ver, our selection criteria
xplicitly select highly triaxial galaxies, which can bias our sample 
o galaxies with lower photometric bulge luminosities. To provide 
 quantitatively meaningful comparison with observations, similar 
election criteria for both the simulated and observational samples, 
s well as a larger observational sample would be needed. It is worth
oting the lack of pure discs with a nuclear cluster (like, e.g. M101) in
ur sample of simulated late-type galaxies. Although the connection 
etween dynamical and surface brightness decompositions is not 
traightforward (see Abadi et al. 2003 ), the point highlighted by
eebles ( 2020b ) persists: bulgeless galaxies with very cold discs
re not yet easy to achieve with the current set-up in state-of-the-
rt cosmological simulations. Peebles ( 2020b ) proposes a second 
rder deviation from gaussianity to the density fluctuations in the 
osmological model to address this problem. Ho we ver, according to
he re vie w by Lagos ( 2018 ) and the aforementioned work by Bois
t al. ( 2010 ), there is still room to impro v e the dynamical and mass
esolution, as well as the simplistic models of the interstellar medium
f our current simulations. 

.1 Mergers and the ex situ fraction of stars in the bulge 

he mergers of galaxy pairs with comparable sizes are long known to
ehave in an inelastic fashion and produce remnants resembling el- 
iptical galaxies (Toomre 1977 ; Barnes 1988 ; Hernquist 1992 , 1993 ).

hilst the merger scenario seems satisfactory for the formation of 
igh-S ́ersic bulges in galaxies with close to 1:1 mergers, it must
e re-examined when talking about MW/M31-like galaxies or L � 

alaxies, in light of the results of this work (see also Bell et al. 2017 ).
nly mergers that reach the galactic center and contribute to the ex

itu component of bulges seem to produce a noticeable effect on
he shape of the final surface brightness profile of our galaxies. We
onfirm in this work the dominance of a single satellite (or a low
umber of them) in the ex situ component of bulges (see Section 4 ).
his then disfa v ours the scenario of b ulge formation via the accretion
f many low mass satellites. These considerations do not ignore the
mportance of mergers in the formation and evolution of b ulges, b ut
eek only to discuss and reconsider the correlation of the number and
ind of mergers with the formation of high-S ́ersic bulges. Indeed,
igh-S ́ersic b ulges ha ve more commonly higher fractions of ex situ
tars than low-S ́ersic bulges, as can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 7 .

Finally, mergers still explain a large fraction of the stars formed
n starburst events that end-up in bulges and may be responsible, in
ome cases, for triggering bar formation. This may, in turn, explain
he formation of another large fraction of the stars that contribute to
he formation of photometric bulges. 
MNRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 
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.2 Low-S ́ersic bulge formation due to bars and prevention of 
ar formation due to concentrated bulges 

e showed in Section 6 that low-S ́ersic bulges exhibit a higher
raction of bars at all redshifts. This can be interpreted as a causality.
ars grow , basically , due to transfer of angular momentum and are
no wn dri vers of photometric bulge growth, via two channels: (i)
ars can contribute to photometric bulge growth via the inward pull
f gas due to torques that later form stars in the bar itself, near
he centre of the galaxy or in nuclear rings, as is predicted from
imulations (Sanders & Huntley 1976 ; Athanassoula 1992 ; Kim et al.
012 ) and confirmed with observations (Phillips 1996 ; Sakamoto
t al. 1999 ; Fraser-McKelvie et al. 2020 ; Wang et al. 2020 ) and (ii)
ringing stars already formed to inner regions, after reshaping their
rbits. Stellar particles captured in resonances can lose orbital angular
omentum due to the bar and spiral arms, and suffer a reshaping of

heir orbits that make them populate the bulge region (Sellwood &
inney 2002 ; Minchev & Famaey 2010 ). Another mechanism where

tars are driven to the central regions can be explained by the invariant
anifolds (Romero-G ́omez et al. 2006 ; Athanassoula et al. 2009 ).
hese act as channels in the ends of bars where stars can be brought

rom outside co-rotation to the inner regions. 
In this line of reasoning, bars would contribute statistically more

o the formation of photometric bulges with lower S ́ersic indices.
ecent observational results from the TIMER surv e y (Bittner et al.
020 ; Gadotti et al. 2020 ) support this scenario, as it was shown
hat nearby barred galaxies lead to the formation of inner discs with
rofiles close to exponential. Ho we ver, the excess of bars in galaxies
ith low S ́ersic indices can also be a consequence of concentrated
ulges preventing the formation of bars. The notion of a strong
oncentration of mass in the central region of galaxies preventing the
isc to become unstable was already presented by Toomre ( 1981 )
sing linear perturbation theory. It was argued that the presence of a
trong mass concentration could stop the feedback during the ‘swing
mplifier and feedback loop’ process (see also chapter 6.3 from
inney & Tremaine 2008 ). More recently, Saha & Elmegreen ( 2018 )
nd Kataria & Das ( 2018 ) used isolated N -body simulations, and
howed that cold discs prevent the formation of a bar in the presence
f highly concentrated bulges. Naturally, both the photometric bulge
rowth via star formation mechanisms associated with bars and the
revention of bar formation, or its strengthening due to a concentrated
ulge, can be concomitant processes in a single galaxy or act with
ifferent strengths in different galaxies. This way, both processes are
omplementary to produce the trend shown in Fig. 14 . To quantify
o what degree these two combined processes lead to different bar
ractions in high- and low-S ́ersic photometric bulges, we would need
 higher temporal resolution to follow the orbits of individual stars in
alaxies and track their formation sites more accurately, in addition
o having a larger number of high-mass resolution simulated galaxies
o find a statistically meaningful sample of them with early central

ass concentrations. 
A third, methodological, fact that could contribute to the difference

n the bar fractions in high- and low-S ́ersic photometric bulges relies
n the way we are measuring Sersic indices, which are obtained
rom a two-component photometric decomposition. As mentioned
n Section 2.2.1 , although the excess of light coming from bars is
xtracted when it is evident from the SBPs, some contamination that
s absorbed by either of the two components remains. Short, weak
ars, would contaminate more the S ́ersic component whereas long
ars would add more contamination to the disc component. Adding
 third component to model the bar may yield different results, at
he expense of more free parameters and uncertainties in the fitting
NRAS 512, 2537–2555 (2022) 

i  
rocedure. In any case, it is beyond of the scope of this paper to
ompare both procedures. 

An interesting trend also found in Section 6 was that of the duration
f the bar feature abo v e a giv en threshold with S ́ersic inde x, B/T and
he ex situ bulge fraction. Although there is no clear correlation
etween these properties, there is a group of galaxies that develop
trong bars, have low ex situ bulge fractions and present mainly low
 ́ersic indices (see Fig. 15 ). These simulated galaxies develop in
ome cases large massive bulges none the less. The lack of large
ractions of ex situ stars, the presence of a strong bar during most of
heir existence, and the development of large bulges in some cases,
uggest the possibility that many of those photometric bulges were
ormed by star formation mechanisms driven by the bar. This is in
ine with the results shown in Fragkoudi et al. ( 2020 ), who found,
sing the Auriga simulations, that bars are more likely to form in
alaxies which have low fraction of ex situ stars in their bulges. They
urthermore split their barred sample into galaxies with and without
oxy/peanut bulges, and showed that those that have a boxy/peanut
 ulge will ha ve the lowest fraction of ex situ stars (see Fig. 14 of their
rticle). In Fig. 16 , we show the fraction of ex situ stars in the bulge,
s defined in Section 4 as a function of duration of the bar, with a bar
trength A 2 > 0.2. Clearly, strong bars mainly develop and pre v ail in
he simulated galaxies with low to moderate ex situ fractions. This
ould indicate that either strong bars do not form if bulges already
ave accreted a large quantity of stars in a merger, as discussed
arlier, or that the enhanced star formation produced by strong bars
riving gas to the central regions increases the in situ bulge fraction.
 group of galaxies show a relatively high ex situ fraction ( f ex situ >

.2) and a strong bar duration t >A 2 > 3 Gyr . These systems, where
oth scenarios combine can be classified as composite. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we have studied the origin of different types of bulges
ormed in a sample of MW/M31-like galaxies drawn from the state-
f-the-art hydrodynamical cosmological simulation TNG50. Bulges
re parametrized in terms of their S ́ersic index and B/T ratios, which
re derived from two-component photometric decompositions of
heir surface brightness profiles in the V band. In general, there is no
rivial correlation between the concentration of the S ́ersic profile that
haracterizes photometric bulges in simulated MW/M31-like galax-
es and the aspects explored in this work, namely, the environment
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here galaxies lie, the total number of mergers, the properties of
he significant mergers the y e xperience, and the presence of a bar.
nstead, it is a combination of processes that contribute to form a
ulge with a higher or lower S ́ersic index in a MW/M31-like galaxy.
he presence of strong bars and the occurrence of late mergers play

he more significant role in shaping the inner regions of the surface
rightness profiles, whereas bars are shown to be a fundamental 
river of bulge mass growth in all types of bulges. 
Our specific findings and conclusions are summarized and listed 

elow: 

(i) We found that, of our 287 MW/M31-like galaxies selected 
sing the criteria defined in Section 2.2 , 17 . 1 per cent have S ́ersic
ndex n > 2 (Fig. 3 ). 

(ii) The S ́ersic index of MW/M31-like galaxies in TNG50 are not 
ffected by the environment. Two different methods, one considering 
he number of neighbours inside a fixed sphere of 738.2 kpc radius
nd the other that takes into account the o v erdensity of galaxies up to
he k th neighbour, yield no measureable dependence on environment 
t z = 0. B/T ratios show a mild increase towards higher o v erdensities
f galaxies (Fig. 6 ). 
(iii) Galaxies with high-S ́ersic index bulges show, on average, a 

igher fraction of ex situ stellar particles in the kinematically selected 
ulge than galaxies with low-S ́ersic index bulges, by 19 percentage 
oints (Fig. 7 ). 
(iv) Mergers are ubiquitous in most simulated galaxies. The 

umber and total mass accreted via mergers are not correlated with 
he level of concentration of bulges reflected by their S ́ersic index
Fig. 10 ). The last considerable merger ( m sat / m host > 0.1) occurs on
verage at later times in simulated galaxies with high-S ́ersic index 
Fig. 11 ), although a large number of them with low-S ́ersic index
lso suffer a late massive merger. 

(v) Bulge stellar particles in our sample of MW/M31-like galaxies, 
elected by means of kinematic considerations, are mostly formed in 
itu , as shown by previous works (Fig. 8 ). Also confirming previous
esults, a single satellite is commonly responsible for building 
0 per cent of the ex situ component of bulges and a low number
f satellites is enough to account for 90 per cent (Fig. 9 ). 
(vi) The bar fraction in our sample of simulated MW/M31- 

ike galaxies shows a reasonable agreement with the bar fraction 
easured at z = 0 and do not decrease towards higher redshifts,

s observational estimates show for different samples of galaxies 
Fig. 13 ). Simulated galaxies with high-S ́ersic index bulges consis-
ently show a lower bar fraction than those with low-S ́ersic index
ulges at all redshifts, pointing to a strong influence of bars in the
ormation of low-S ́ersic bulges and the effect of concentrated bulges 
n preventing bar formation. Simulated galaxies with higher B/T 

atios present a higher fraction of bars at all redshifts, indicating that
ars are a prominent channel of photometric bulge growth in our 
ample of simulated galaxies (Fig. 14 ). 
pcoming theoretical attempts to describe and understand the 

ubtleties of the formation of different types of galactic bulges in 
alaxies like our own and M31, in a cosmological context, should 
ursue the use of simulations with a challenging combination of char- 
cteristics: high dynamical and mass resolution, to ensure a realistic 
ynamical behaviour in central regions of simulated galaxies; large 
osmological volumes, to capture the observed diversity of bulges, 
nd more realistic ISM models. 
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PPENDIX  A :  RESOLUTION  C O N V E R G E N C E  

n this appendix, we conduct an analysis of the resolution con- 
ergence of the SBPs used to obtain the parameters of the two-
omponent fits described in Section 2.2.1 . For that purpose, we 
ompare the values of surface brightness in radial bins of the SBPs,
n the sample of MW/M31-like galaxies in TNG50-1 (labelled as 
NG50 throughout this article) with those of galaxies residing in the 
nalogous DM haloes in the sibling simulations of lower resolution 
NG50-2 and TNG50-3 (see the illustrisTNG project webpage for 
 complete description of the simulations). We exclude from our 
nalysis the TNG50-4 simulation, which has a resolution level that is
 factor 512 lower, and a softening length a factor of 8 times larger. A
horough resolution convergence analysis of the TNG50 simulation 
n quantities like the disc sizes, disc scale heights, and kinematic 
easures can be found in Pillepich et al. ( 2019 ). 
In order to compare the SBPs on a g alaxy–g alaxy basis me must

nd the analogue galaxies of our original sample in TNG50-1, in 
he lower resolution realizations. For that purpose, galaxies were 
atched between simulations using the data base produced in Lo v ell

t al. (in preparation) with the matching algorithm described in Lo v ell
t al. ( 2014 , 2018 ). In this implementation, analogue objects are
dentified using the initial conditions. DM haloes that originated from 

he same Lagrangian patch in the initial conditions are considered 
nalogues accross simulations. Ho we ver, a perfect match does not 
l w ays occur. DM haloes are tagged with a score, based on a quality-
f-match statistic that indicates the certainty of the match. Scores 
lose to 1 indicate a perfect match, while scores lower than 0.5
ndicate that there is no match. Almost all galaxies of our sample of
87 MW/M31-like galaxies in TNG50-1 have a match in TNG50-2 
nd TNG50-3, with a score higher than 0.8. Only three of them have
o counterpart in the lower resolution runs. 
igure A1. Binned median values of the difference of surface brightness as a
unction of radius for our sample of simulated galaxies in different resolution
ierarchies. The solid dark green line shows the median of the difference
etween analogues in the TNG50-2 simulation and galaxies in our sample in
NG50-1 and the green filled region shows the corresponding interquartile 

anges. The dashed orange line and filled orange region shows the same, but
or TNG50-3 and TNG50-2. A dotted grey line indicates the zero difference
alue as visual aid. The SBPs in central regions of MW/M31-like galaxies
re not fully converged in the highest resolution run in TNG50. 

Fig. A1 shows the median difference of surface brightness in each
adial bin of the SBPs between galaxies in TNG50-1 and their ana-
ogue galaxies in TNG50-2 and between these analogues in TNG50- 
 and TNG50-3. We can see that in the central region, the median
ifference is positive in both cases, meaning that surface brightness 
rofiles in TNG50-1 have a statistical excess in surface brightness 
here with respect to TNG50-2. Accordingly, TNG50-2 analogues 
how an excess of surface brightness in central regions with respect
o analogues in TNG50-3. The difference between TNG50-2 and 
NG50-3 is close to 0.8 mag arcsec −2 , while between TNG50-1
nd TNG50-2 the median difference is close to 0.6 mag arcsec −2 .
t radii in the range [1,3] kpc, the median difference becomes

lightly ne gativ e between TNG50-2 and TNG50-1, probably due 
o the presence of brighter bars in TNG50-1. The median difference
etween TNG50-3 and TNG50-2 analogues becomes ne gativ e in the
ange [2,5] kpc. Moving to the outer regions, the median difference
n the SBP becomes more substantial, as the surface brightnesses of
iscs diminishes. 
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